At UC San Diego Rady School of Management, business is a science. With a nationally recognized faculty integrated into one of the most productive research universities in the world, we know breakthrough ideas happen when people collaborate on problems and adventure freely from their disciplinary lanes. Our entrepreneurial ethos is a point of pride, earning us consistent recognition as among the best business schools for startup founders. And we know that what we discover, we must apply. Rady partners with companies on projects for three-way benefit — faculty develop real-world insights for publication, firms flourish and society prospers. Win-win-win.

Rady’s commitment to rigorous exploration animates student experiences inside the classroom and across a spectrum of hands-on activities. For example, the Triton Innovation Challenge connects Rady with Scripps Institution of Oceanography and Jacobs School of Engineering in a high-energy pitch competition aimed at ramping up climate and sustainability solutions. Quantitative skills link with ingenuity as hallmarks of a Rady education. We provide the business leaders of tomorrow with the in-demand analytical and leadership skills needed to deliver impact.

And where better than San Diego to excel? Our region boasts the third-largest life sciences market and is sixth for regional investment in tech — seeding our economy with Rady graduates promises a future of abundance and impact worthy of the boldest imaginations. As Rady conducts meaningful research and educates the next generation of principled, innovative leaders, we invite you to join us in creating a more equitable, knowledgeable and prosperous society.
Rady School of Management Priorities

Student Support and Success

» **Graduate fellowships** increase access for students regardless of their financial circumstances, a leading priority for Rady as we seek to provide an exceptional business education for all who aspire to it.

» **Student success initiatives**, such as mentoring and internship programs, create a supportive bridge for Rady undergraduates, laying the foundation for an economy that is inclusive to all.

Our Campus and Community

» The **Sullivan Center for Entrepreneurship & Innovation** invites students and alumni into a vast network of seasoned entrepreneurs, executives and investors who support their entrepreneurial journeys.

» Our **international immersion and exchange programs** foster invaluable business and learning opportunities in emerging global markets and innovation hubs for our students.

Research and Innovation

» The **Kroner Center for Financial Research** generates research to address pressing questions in institutional investing with a focus on improving retirement security across the globe.

» The **Brandes Center** investigates value-based investment strategies, merging academic theory with practical applications to benefit institutional and individual investors.

Together with your philanthropic support, we can invest in the next generation of business leaders and social entrepreneurs who will innovate for the greater good, creating limitless possibility in San Diego and around the world.

Learn more at giving.ucsd.edu.